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CMDV-SM Reproducibility Tests (EAM) on Master
• Nightly tests run on Cori

• Time step convergence test
• Perturbation growth test
• KS testing framework

• Departures: Joe Kennedy
• Arrivals: Michael Kelleher

• On CDASH under E3SM_Customs_Tests
• https://my.cdash.org/index.php?project=A

CME_Climate

• All runs archived:
• Large ne4 1yr F1850C5 ensemble available 

(>1000)

https://my.cdash.org/index.php?project=ACME_Climate


Power Analysis: Atmosphere tests
• Expand on Power Analysis:

• More tuning parameters
• ice_sed_ai
• sol_factb_interstitial
• sol_factic_interstitial
• cldfrc_dp1
• zm_conv_lnd
• dcs
• zm_conv_ocn
• zm_conv_dmpdz

• KS testing framework most powerful:
• detects changes of smaller magnitudes 

confidently
• compared to Kernel and Energy test.
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Power Analysis of KS Testing Framework

N= 30 N = 40 N = 50 N = 60

a. b. c.

Example of Power Analysis. Probability of correctly rejecting a false null 
hypothesis (Power) of the test in detecting changes to a EAM tuning 
parameter from a control case (dcs = 400) for different short simulation 
(1yr) ensemble sizes (N).



Cori vs. Edison

• Conducted short simulation (1yr) 
ensembles on both Edison and Cori:

• F1850C5-CMIP6 compset
• ne4 (100 ensemble members)
• ne30 (30 ensemble members)

• All three - TSC (Hui), perturbation
growth (Balwinder),  and KS - climate 
reproducibility tests passed.

• Implications: Cori can be confidently 
used for remaining DECK simulations

Evaluate if E3SMv1 DECK simulations on Edison 
can be reproduced on Cori
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News from DOE's state-of-the-science earth system model development project.

From the Interim Program Manager

The E3SM project continues to make good progress toward
its goals, with a recent landmark paper, a new computing
platform, E3SM code freeze in preparation for E3SM v2, and
other accomplishments. Several Department of Energy
(DOE) Biological and Environmental Research (BER)
projects with an E3SM focus are either likely to occur or are
already funded. Read more.

Project News

Modeling of Precipitation Diurnal
Cycle Improved
 
For an Eos Research Spotlight, the American
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MPAS-O Reproducibility tests: Ensembles
• Testing approaches to generate ensembles

1. Initial conditions from a long control run:
• Conducted  a 120 year long run CMPAS-O-NYF comp-set QU240 resolution 
• Still transient, non stationary: not useful as initial conditions for ensembles
• Run longer?

2. Multi-instance approach (work in progress):
• Perturb initial condition to machine order precision:

• Add perturbations to 3D temperature field initial condition
• Save perturbed initial condition files

• Use multi-instance (or create_clone) to generate ensembles:
• each run reading a different perturbed initial condition file

3. Pertlim capability for MPAS-O (near future):
• Replicate capability within EAM to MPAS-O
• Automatically perturb initial conditions
• Generate ensembles by tweaking a namelist parameter.

Machine Precision Perturbations 
to T at each grid point, j

T’j = (1+x’)Tj
x’ is a uniform random number 

transformed to range from (-10-14, 10-14)



MPAS-O Reproducibility tests: Approach

• Generate control and perturbed ensembles at QU240 
resolution

• Evaluate 5 prognostic variables (Baker et al. 2016)
• SSH, T, U, V, Salinity 

• Ocean variability is spatially very heterogenous (as 
compared to the atmosphere):
• Evaluate at each grid point.

• Conduct fine-grained null hypothesis tests at each grid 
point: 
• Two sample KS test: Popular non-parametric test 
• Cucconi test: Better power, rank based non-parametric test. 
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Larger Null Hypothesis: Control and perturbed ensembles belong to the same population



MPAS-O Reproducibility Tests: Approach

False Discovery Rate (FDR) approach (Wilks et al. 2006, Ventura et al. 2004):

• For single test, null hypothesis is rejected if:
• Test statistic p-value (p) is less than a critical value, a (say 0.05): p <= a
• For M tests, aM would be rejected for true null hypotheses just by chance

• For multiple tests, FDR constrains critical value (aFDR) for local hypothesis tests (H0):

• Global Null Hypothesis Test (G0): Reject if pj <= aFDR at any grid point.

• Robust for correlated tests – e.g. spatial correlations (Wilks et a. 2006, Renard et al. 2008). 
• Used in testing field significance

Confidential manuscript submitted to JGR-Atmospheres

ate to study extremes over those data points. We find that a few grid (⇡5%) points exhibit sig-172

nificant auto-correlation at the 5% level in the observational data over mainland Europe and173

US. But, a larger fraction of points over Greenland and North America exhibit significant auto-174

correlation. However, not all of these lead to a failure of the KS goodness of fit test. Less than175

1% of data points show significant auto-correlation in monthly maxima of precipitation ex-176

tremes in the winter season for both model ensembles.177

To capture the influence of NAO on extremes, the base GEV model is modified to in-178

clude the NAO index as a covariate in the location parameter term as µ = µ0+↵.NAO(t),179

where NAO(t) is the NAO index for the corresponding winter month, t, and ↵ represents the180

linear rate of change of the location parameter with the NAO index. The parameters of the GEV(µ0+181

↵.NAO(t),�, ⇠) model, including ↵, are again computed by the maximum log-likelihood method182

to fit a GEV distribution. We call this GEV model the NAO GEV model, hereafter. Here, we183

do not investigate the non-linear impacts of NAO on the location parameter as or its impacts184

on the scale and shape parameters, which will be the subject of future studies. Theoretically,185

the distribution of GEV parameters is approximately multivariate normal with a variance-covariance186

matrix that can be computed at the maximum likelihood estimates [Coles, 2001].187

To establish the significance of adding a NAO covariate to the base model (i.e to ensure188

that the NAO GEV model is significantly different than the BASE GEV model), we use the189

likelihood-ratio test. The likelihood-ratio test is based on the deviance statistic - difference in190

the maximized log-likelihoods between the NAO GEV model and the base model [Coles, 2001]191

- at each grid point. If the p-value of the deviance statistic is less than a prescribed critical value192

(↵), the null hypothesis that the NAO GEV model and the base GEV model are statistically193

similar is rejected. When a single hypothesis is being tested, the critical value is the given sig-194

nificance level of testing (↵, say 0.05). But, when multiple hypotheses (say M ) are being tested195

simultaneously (one for each grid point, here), M↵ hypotheses will be erroneously rejected196

just by chance even if all the null hypotheses were true [e.g. Wilks, 2006]. To appropriately197

control for falsely rejecting such true null hypotheses, we use the false discovery rate (FDR)198

approach [Renard et al., 2008; Wilks, 2006; Ventura et al., 2004] to compute a constrained crit-199

ical value, ↵FDR, for a given global significance level, ↵, as follows:200

↵FDR = max
j=1,2,...,M

{pj : pj  ↵(j/M)} (2)

–7–

Correct for simultaneous multiple null hypothesis tests (M grid points)

pj are sorted p-values of M tests



Ensemble A Ensemble B Ens. size Variable aFDR

for a=0.05
Cucconi Test

Grid Points 
Rejecting H0

Global Null 
Hypothesis Test

CMPAS-NYF 
Yrs 31-60

CMPAS-NYF
Yrs 61-90

30 SSH 0.01 100% Reject

CMPASO-NYF
Yrs 31-60

CMPASO-NYF
Yrs 41-70

30 SSH 0.011 100% Reject

F1850C5
Ice_sed_ai = 705

F1850C5
Ice_sed_ai = 1000

100 FSNT 0.036 80% Reject

F1850C5
zm_c0_ocn =0.007

F1850C5
zm_c0_ocn = 0.045

100 FSNT 0.042 85% Reject

MPAS-O Reproducibility Tests: Preliminary Results
Known climate changing test cases:
• Segments of QU240 CMPASO-NYF 120 yr run (still transient)
• EAM runs as test cases

Examples:



Ensemble A Ensemble B Ens. size Variable aFDR

for a=0.05
Cucconi Test

Grid Points 
Rejecting 
H0

Global Null 
Hypothesis Test

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 1-30

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 31-60

30 FSNT 0.00 0 Accept

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 1-30

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 61-90

30 FSNT 0.00 0 Accept

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 31-60

F1850C5 ne4
Ens. 61-90

30 FSNT 0.00 0 Accept

MPAS-O Reproducibility Tests: Preliminary Results

Known non-climate changing test cases

Examples:



Planned near future work
• Generate proper MPAS-O ensembles

• Known climate-changing and non-climate-changing changes

• Power Analysis with controlled changes to tuning parameters
• Determine length of short simulations
• Determine no. of ensemble members needed

• Parallelize python code implementation

• Evaluate other approaches for multiple simultaneous tests - resampling, etc.

• Evaluate other univariate and multivariate tests – kernel test, energy test, Lepage test, etc.

• Identify software kernel in EAM to target for applying ensemble testing:
• RRTMG? – stochasticity from sub-columns
• CLUBB? – stochasticity from joint pdfs of sub-grid vertical velocity, T and Q
• MG2? – stochasticity from pdfs of mass mixing ratio, number concentration of cloud droplets and ice
• SCM? – stochasticity from full model physics, albeit at a single column



FDR Approach: Illustration4346 VOLUME 17J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E

FIG. 2. Illustration of the traditional FPR and FDR procedures on
a stylized example, with q 5 a 5 20%. The ordered p-values, p(i),
are plotted against i/n, i 5 1, . . . , n, and are circled and crossed to
indicate that they are rejected by the FPR and FDR procedures, re-
spectively.

TABLE 1. Quantities relevant to traditional FPR and new FDR procedures. The information that is known is indicated in bold. FPP, FNP,
FDP, and FNDP indicate, respectively, the observed false positive, negative, discovery and nondiscovery proportions, and FPR, FNR, FDR,
FNDR indicate the corresponding expected proportions, which we refer to as rates; for example, E(FDP) 5 FDR.

TRUTH

Decision

Maintain H0 Reject H0 Row totals
Quantities relevant to
FPR procedures

H0 n 2 nFPH0

No. correctly maintained

nFP

No. of false positives

nH0
No. of true H0

FPP 5
nFP
nH0

FPR5 a

HA nFN

No. of false negatives

n 2 nFNHA

No. correctly rejected

nHA
No. of false H0

FNP 5
nFN
nHA

FNR 5 ??
Column totals naccept

No. of maintained H0

nreject
No. of rejected H0

n (# of tests)

Quantities relevant to FDR FNDP 5
nFN
naccept

FNDR # a
(see section 4)

FDP 5
nFP
nreject

FDR # q

p-value that lies below the (0, q) line, indicated on Fig.
2 by an arrow.
Figure 2 also shows that, although the FDR rejection

rule is complicated, effectively all p-values below a cer-
tain threshold are rejected, since the p-values are plotted
in ascending order. This yields two remarks. First, this
explains why the three sets of rejected null hypotheses
in Fig. 1 were nested subsets: the implicit FDR threshold
was between the significance levels of the two FPR
procedures, a 5 5% and the Bonferroni-corrected a 5
n21 3 5%.
Second, this suggests that the outcome of the FDR

procedure could have been obtained with a traditional
FPR procedure with some cleverly chosen a. So why
bother with an FDR testing procedure? The answer,
which we develop further in the next section, is that
FDR procedures control false rejections in a meaningful
way.

b. Controlling mistakes

When we reject or fail to reject a particular H0, we
may either make the correct decision or make one of
two mistakes: reject when H0 is in fact true or fail to
reject when H0 is in fact false. These mistakes are com-
monly referred to as false positive and false negative
detections and also as type I and type II errors. We
denote by nFP and nFN the numbers of such mistakes out
of the n tests (see Table 1). Since the truth is unknown,
we use testing procedures that control these errors. Both
FPR and FDR procedures control the number of false
positive detections nFP in different ways, but neither (nor
any testing procedure we know) controls the number of
false negative detections. It is easy to see why; once a
or q is chosen, the decisions about the hypotheses, as
carried out in Fig. 2, are determined; there is no room
left to control the number of false negatives.
For a traditional FPR procedure, the choice of a de-

termines the properties of the test; a is the probability
of rejecting any particular H0 by mistake, which means
that on average, a% of the n locations for which H0H0
is true will be found significant by mistake. We report
this in Table 1 as

FPP 5 n /n , FPR 5 E(FPP) 5 a,FP H0 (3)

where FPP is the observed false positive proportion,
and E stands for expectation. The FPP/FPR notation is
consistent with standard statistical terminology, where
the expectation of an observed ‘‘proportion’’ is usually
referred to as a ‘‘rate.’’ Equation (3) justifies our calling
a the FPR.
What (3) means is that the number nFP of false pos-

itives that a traditional FPR procedure allows is pro-
portional to the unknown number n of true null hy-H0
potheses. So, for example, if most or all locations have
n true, this test will yield a large number of falseH0
positive detections, as we will later illustrate in Fig. 3.
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To capture the influence of NAO on extremes, the base GEV model is modified to in-178

clude the NAO index as a covariate in the location parameter term as µ = µ0+↵.NAO(t),179
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linear rate of change of the location parameter with the NAO index. The parameters of the GEV(µ0+181
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Ventura et al. 2004



Cucconi Test

Cucconi test
In statistics, the Cucconi test is a nonparametric test for jointly comparing central tendency and
variability (detecting location and scale changes) in two samples. Many rank tests have been
proposed for the two-sample location-scale problem. Nearly all of them are Lepage-type tests, that
is a combination of a location test and a scale test. The Cucconi test was first proposed by
Cucconi.[1]

The Cucconi test is not as familiar as other location-scale tests but it is of interest for several
reasons. First, from a historical point of view, it was proposed some years before the Lepage test,
the standard rank test for the two-sample location-scale problem. Secondly, as opposed to other
location-scale tests, the Cucconi test is not a combination of location and scale tests. Thirdly, it
compares favorably with Lepage type tests in terms of power and type-one error probability[2] and
very importantly it is easier to be computed because it requires only the ranks of one sample in the
combined sample, whereas the other tests also require scores of various types as well as to
permutationally estimate mean and variance of test statistics because their analytic formulae are
not available.[3]

The Cucconi test is based on the following statistic:

where  is based on the standardized sum of squared ranks of the first sample elements in the
pooled sample, and  is based on the standardized sum of squared contrary-ranks of the first
sample elements in the pooled sample.  is the correlation coefficient between  and . The test
statistic rejects for large values, a table of critical values is available.[4] The p-value can be easily
computed via permutations.

The interest on this test has recently increased spanning applications in many different fields like
hydrology, applied psychology and industrial quality control.[5]

Lepage test

See also

• Test Statistic:

• Larger test-statistic indicates that Ensemble A and B come from different populations.
• Popular in other fields like hydrology, quality control, etc. (e.g. Mukherjee and Marozzi et 

al. 2014)

U: squared sum of ranks of samples in Ensemble A 
in the two sample pool of Ensembles A and B

V: squared sum of contrary-ranks of samples in 
Ensemble A in the pool.

r: Correlation coefficient between U and V 


